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Abstract: The tourism industry has been rapidly growing over the last years and IT technologies have
had a great affect on tourists as well. Tourist behaviour analysis has been the subject of different
research studies in recent years. This paper presents the digital pattern of life concept which simplifies
the tourist behaviour models’ construction and usage. The digital pattern of life defines the general
concepts of tourist behaviour, connects the tourist and the digital world and allows us to track
behaviour changes over time. A literature review of the current state of the research in selected fields
is performed for identifying the existing problems. The case studies of behaviour analysis based on
classification, clustering and time series events behaviour models are shown. An ontological approach
and artificial neural networks are used during behaviour model construction, training and evaluation.
The gathered results can be used by smart tourism service developers and business stakeholders.
Keywords: neural networks; behaviour analysis; tourism; digital pattern of life

1. Introduction
The tourist industry has been rapidly growing over the last years and is intensely integrated with
modern information and communication technologies. According to the UNWTO (United Nations
World Tourism Organization) (https://www.e-unwto.org/doi/pdf/10.18111/9789284421152) around
1.5 billion international tourist arrivals were recorded in 2019 worldwide. The number of international
travels is expected to increase by 3.3% per year between 2010 and 2030. The IT industry has begun
to interact with all areas of the economy including tourism over time. The fusion of information
technologies and tourism has created the phenomenon of smart tourism [1]. It is typical for smart
tourism to collect and analyze data extracted from different sources in combination with the use
of advanced information technologies to transform travel experiences [2] to make it more enriched,
efficient and sustainable [3]. The different smart tourism services (any service that can be used by
the tourist to automate tourism-based tasks based on artificial intelligence technologies), such as
recommendation services, attraction itinerary construction services, improve the travel experience [4].
Tourist behaviour analysis is a popular direction of scientific research. According to Reference [5]
the three large groups of people can benefit from the results of analysis: tourists themselves,
public sector managers and businessmen. Tourists can use behaviour analysis for personal satisfaction
and growth indirectly by using enhanced tourism services. Public sector managers can manage impacts
and generate community benefits and businessmen can improve marketing, sales and management by
using tourist behaviour analysis.
More and more travelers use smartphones on their trips and that has a huge impact on the way
tourists construct their attraction visiting plans [6]. The amount of user generated content (digital
content which produced and shared by tourists in the online world) is increasing from year to year.
Scientists use Big Data methods and techniques [7] to handle a large amount of open information [8–10].
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Different sources, such as user generated content (photo/videos/attractions reviews), social networks
and different sensors from smart gadgets, can be used as the basis for tourist behaviour prediction
models. These models can be used for improving smart tourism services.
This paper presents a tourist behaviour analysis system, which defines the whole process of tourist
behaviour analysis: data sources and tourist behaviour component identification; a way of storing and
presenting heterogeneous data and behaviour analysis instruments. Within the system, the tourist T
can be described as a person who visits a certain set of POIs (point of interest—pi , . . . , p N , where pi
represents a POI) in the region. Tourist behaviour can be described by the following parameters:
B = { It; Pr; Rt; Ct},

(1)

where It—POI visiting plan; Pr—POI preferences; Rt—tourist route characteristics; tracked by sensors
s1 , ..., sm , where s j —tourist device sensor; Ct—tourist generated content. The authors propose the
digital pattern of life concept which represents the connection between tourist and different aspects of
the tourist in smart services. The usage of the digital pattern of life simplifies the tourist behaviour
model construction by providing a unified interface for data retrieval. As an example, the authors
describe the three case studies of behaviour analysis based on the data taken from the digital pattern
of life. Artificial neural networks [11] (ANN) were used for model construction. The ANNs can be
described as self-adaptive data-driven methods which can learn from examples and capture unknown
or hard described functional relationships [12]. The ANN has been actively used in the Big Data
analytical process in recent years [13]. Based on these facts, the use of artificial neural networks as the
basis of behaviour analysis models is satisfied.
The authors have developed a tourist support system [14], which can generate a tourist attraction
itinerary based on the tourist preferences and context. One of the issues with the developed system is
the inability to take into the account the previous states of the region and tourists; only current data is
used to build a tourist attraction route. The usage of the proposed behaviour analysis system is one of
the possible solutions for the mentioned issue, because the constructed models can utilize the previous
states of the tourist system and improve the quality of the tourism services, which can be useful for the
smart tourism services developers.
The developed tourist behaviour analysis system simplifies the process of defining and
constructing the behaviour models. The digital pattern of life provides a snapshot of the tourist
states at a certain point in time with detailing at the level of the presented concepts. Each state contains
up-to-date information about the tourist, his plans and routes, situations in the region and attractions.
The snapshot stores the contextual information of the tourist and region, which makes it possible for
researchers to extract additional hidden dependencies in tourist behavior.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the authors in Section 2 describe the current
state of the research field and show similarities and issues of the proposed tourist analysis systems
and approaches; Section 3 presents the concept of a developed tourist behaviour analysis system with
the digital pattern of life usage; Section 4 presents information about tourist behaviour analysis case
studies such as classification, clustering and time series prediction with artificial neural networks
usage; Section 5 discusses the obtained results and in Section 6, the work is concluded and future work
is explained.
2. Related Work
An exploration of the tourist behaviour analysis systems was made in 19 articles over the past
5 years. Most attention was paid to articles that described (1) the existing tourist behaviour analysis
frameworks and systems; (2) methods of analysis and approaches that can be used in the system of
tourists’ behaviour.
The authors of Reference [15] propose a Big Data analytic method for destination management
organization’s decision support. The method analyses unstructured social data for supporting
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strategic decision-making in tourism. The method includes the following techniques: text processing,
geographical data clustering, visual content processing and time series modelling. The P-DBSCAN
algorithm was used for clustering purposes. The time series decomposition technique was used for
seasonal patterns retrieving.
In Reference [16], the authors show a framework of forecasting tourist arrivals to a
destination. Google Trends is used as the main source for a multivariate time series data analysis. The
selected data were filtrated by using an information processing approach and the theory of planned
behaviour. The ARIMAX, VAR and ADRL models are used to evaluate potential tourist behaviour and
predict their arrival patterns in the end.
The authors of Reference [17] use the neural network autoregressive algorithm for the monthly
tourism demand forecasting of ten European countries. The denoising algorithms are used for
prediction accuracy improvement. The proposed algorithm is compared with autoregressive integrated
moving average and exponential smoothing models and results show that the proposed algorithm is
more accurate.
Reference [18] presents a tourist travel analysing framework based on the location-based data
from social media. Data from 67,000 Twitter users in Florida was gathered. The authors have used
the following clustering methods: K-Means, DBSCAN and Mean-Shift and several classification
approaches for the data analysing.
In Reference [19] the authors describe the process of tourist behaviour mining by using visual
content analysis. Around 35,000 tourists’ photos from Flickr in Beijing were identified into 103 scenes
by computer deep learning technology. The ResNet-101 Deep learning model was used for the photo
analysis. Tourists’ cognitive maps with different perceptual themes were visualized according to the
geographical information from photos.
The authors of Reference [20] use travel diaries as a source of popular tourist route extraction.
The Foursquare venue check-in data and Twitter data were used for travel diary formation. The high-utility
pattern mining technique was applied for the effective discovery of highly valuable travel patterns.
In Reference [21], the authors analysed a sequential pattern in tourist behaviour by using
combination of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
neural networks. The proposed artificial neural network (ANN) predicts the possible location visiting.
The tourist opinion and reviews were used as main source of data.
The the authors of Reference [22] present a method for tourist arrival and tourist demand forecasting.
The method includes a novel paired neural network model. The tourist arrival data are decomposed
by two low-pass filters into a long-term trend and short-term seasonal components. Two separated
three-layer autoregressive neural networks were then estimated by the trend and seasonal component data
respectively: paired Neural Network with HP filter, paired Neural network with Wavelet Transformation,
and Neural network with Moving Average.
The authors of Reference [23] work with self-organizing maps (SOM) for clustering the popular
POI visitors profiles and 2500 tourist interviews were used as the main data source and four main
tourist profiles types were identified.
In Reference [24], the authors describe a framework that capitalizes on the large-scale opportunistic
mobile sensing approach for tourist behaviour analysis. The tourist smartphones’ GPS data, number of
trips and transport type tracking are treated as the basis for the behaviour construction. The DBSCAN
method is used for tourist stops clustering and random forest classification is used for determining
tourist stop type.
The authors of Reference [25] use the SOM approach to clustering in the recommendation systems.
The users’ ratings clustering is achieved by using this model. The SOM model is trained on
TripAdvisor datasets.
The authors of Reference [26] describe tourist destinations and web-queries relations.
The auto-regression vector model was used to determine weather, temperatures, weekends and
public holidays impact on the tourist behaviour.
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In Reference [27], the authors analyse sentiment from tourist POI reviews. The analysis is based
on a bidirectional recurrent neural network model. The model consists of a topic model (lda2vec) and
an attention mechanism. The lda2vec is used for discovering the main topics of the review for the
word vector. The attention mechanism is supposed to determine different weights of the words in
the text.
The authors of Reference [28] describe the convolutional neural network (CNN) model,
which labels a food by photo for tourists. CNN was chosen for its reliable and fast process of
classification of complex and detailed objects. Indonesian food photos were used as the main source of
the data.
In Reference [29], the authors use an LSTM neural model to predict tourism flow. They stated that
LSTM-based models describe the stochastic and non-linear nature of tourism flow more accurately
than the Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average models.
The authors of Reference [30] present the monthly tourist arrival forecasting framework.
The authors introduce the deep network architecture with historical time-series tourism demand
data. The attention mechanism support was added to the LSTM model. The attention mechanism
makes the presented model more interpretive.
In Reference [31] the authors describe a neural network’s composition for time series forecasting.
Back-propagation neural network, dynamic architecture for artificial neural network, Elman artificial
neural network and echo state network are selected as component forecasting models by the authors.
An input-hidden selection heuristic is designed to determine the input-hidden neuron combination
for each component neural network. An in-sample training–validation pair-based neural network
weighting mechanism is studied to generate the associated combination weights.
The authors of Reference [32] aim to integrate multiple data sources to analyze tourists’
spatial-temporal behaviour patterns on micro scale distances.
Information about tourists’
temporal-spatial behaviour was gathered using handheld GPS tracking devices, and questionnaires
were distributed to assess tourists’ socio-psychological characteristics. Three spatial-temporal
behaviour clusters were identified via density center clustering, consisting of four factors: path length,
tour time, coverage area, and oval circumference.
The authors of Reference [33] use the LSTM networks that can incorporate multivariate time
series data including historical tourism volume data, search engine data and weather data. The model
is proposed for forecasting the daily tourism volume of tourist attractions. The research notes that
search engine data and weather data have a huge influence on tourism volume forecasting.
The following common requirements and similarities were identified after the analysing the
related work:
1.

2.

3.

Collecting a large amount of information about a tourist is typical for Big Data [15,16].
Tourist behaviour analysis systems collect data about certain visits to attractions, and ratings
and reviews from social networks. It is recommended to use heterogeneous information from
various sources to ensure an accurate representation of the tourist. A large amount of different
information will improve the predictive ability of models based on neural networks, which require
a large amount of input data for effective training.
Open data usage as a source of tourist information. References [18–21] use social networks such
as Twitter, Foursquare, Facebook, and so forth. The authors of References [15,24,25] analyze data
from open sources, provided by the governments of various countries. The usage of various open
sources makes it possible to more accurately construct models of tourist behaviour, which improves
the predictive ability of the system for analyzing tourist behaviour as a whole.
Heterogeneous tourist information usage to build behaviour analysis models. Researchers use
text data [15,23,26,27] (user reviews, attractions ratings, attraction requests and keywords in
search engines); tourist photographs [19,28] for the analysis of meta-information and the image itself;
data on movements and attraction visiting [17,18,21,22,24,29–31]. Using heterogeneous information
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will allow the extraction of different behavioural components, which contributes to an increase in
the number of possible behavioural patterns.
Using behaviour analysis methods such as classification, clustering and prediction
of temporal events. The authors of References [15,18,19,27,28] use the classification,
References [18,23–25,32] work with clustering and the authors of References [16,17,21,26,29] use
the prediction of temporal events to predict the behaviour tourists.
Neural networks usage to analyze and predict the behaviour of tourists. The authors of
References [19,28] use convolutional neural networks for image analysis, References [22,29–31,33]
work with LSTM networks that allow memorizing previous states, Reference [27] describes recurrent
networks for analyzing tourist descriptions of attractions, self-organizing maps [23,25] provide
information clustering, the authors of References [16,21,30,31] use combinations of neural networks
to improve prediction results. Neural networks, as a rule, work more accurately than similar models,
but they require a large amount of data for correct training and revealing hidden dependencies in
the provided data, and for each task the volume depends on the type of the task itself (prediction
of time events requires more data than classification ) and the number of certain input parameters
(the more parameters, the more data is needed to identify dependencies between them).

Among the considered solutions, the following main problems were identified that should be
taken into the account when developing a reference model of a tourist behaviour analysis system:
1.

2.

3.

Narrow specialization of the presented systems for analyzing the behaviour of tourists.
The reviewed articles describe the solution of one problem using one data source that leads to the
fact that it is impossible to adapt or extend the proposed systems. The considered systems do not
consider the issues of storing the received data, do not categorize data and data analysis tools.
Insufficient use of various device sensors used by tourists when traveling. The extracted
data will help to more accurately track visits to attractions, modes of travel, intersections
with other tourists, etc. Some of the reviewed articles work with GPS devices, but did not
consider in their work the values of the sensors throughout the entire route—only visiting
certain attractions. It is recommended to store data in anonymous form to comply with the
legislation of various countries.
Insufficient use of contextual information of both the tourist and the surrounding region in
the analysis of tourist behaviour. Due to the narrow specialization of the considered systems,
the considered systems use context parameters in a limited way. A wide variety of contextual
parameters will allow you to add additional dependencies between the data and reveal hidden
dependencies, which can improve the overall prediction of tourist behaviour.

3. Tourist Behaviour Analysis System, Based on Digital Pattern of Life Concept
The developed reference model of the tourist behaviour analysis system is presented on
the Figure 1. All tourist data from sensors, social networks, smart city [34] services and polls are
supposed to be stored in a data lake storage. This approach allows to store a large amount of the
information without changing the internal data structure. A large amount of data sources increases
chances to find internal dependencies in the behaviour of tourists. Storing data without changing
the internal structure is well suited for machine learning tools, because researchers need to select and
format data separately for each task. If the data is stored in a predetermined structure (as recommended
when using the data warehouse approach), then the retrieved data will need to be changed again,
which can potentially slow down the analysis of tourist behavior.
The extracted information based on the tourist digital pattern of life can be processed for analyzing
tourist behaviour. Travel data and activities can be classified, grouped and predicted by machine
learning models. The results obtained can be used to improve the work of existing tourist support
services (recommendation systems, services for building a tourist route, etc.). For behaviour analysis
three main instruments for analyzing tourist behaviour were chosen: classification, clustering and time
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series prediction. The presented instruments are most often used in the research of tourist behaviour
based on the analysis of scientific works. For this system, the neural network based approach is well
suited due to capability of storing the big amount of data from different resources.
Data lake

Digital Pattern of life

Sensors
Polls

Mobile
device

Route

Time frame

Tourist
Tourist

Content

Smart
city
services

Site
API

Plan

Extracted data

Tourist behavior

Model results

Neural network-based Analysis Instruments

Classification

Researchers

Clustering

Time series
prediction

Tourism
services

Figure 1. Tourist behaviour analysis reference model.

The enhanced digital pattern of life ontological model from [35] is shown in the Figure 2.
Circles represent ontology classes, rectangles represent data properties, and arrows with labels between
classes show relationships between classes as predicates. The main class of the proposed ontology
is Tourist, which represents a traveling person. The tourist is characterized by his behaviour—behaviour.
Tourist behaviour can be analyzed using Analysis Instruments. These tools use information from Route,
Sensors, attraction visiting plan (Plan) and Tourist Context (Context) and can be divided into three
methods: Classification, Clustering and Prediction. Travel Preferences affect travel planning and travel
itinerary style.
During the trip a tourist uses a mobile device with different characteristics that is designated
in the ontology as Device. The device can contain sensors (Sensors class) that can track changes in a
person’s characteristics over time. The tourist can be identified by the spatial coordinates from the
GPS navigator (class GPS and child class Coordinate); using a gyroscope (Gyroscope) allows you to track
the turns of people; accelerometer (Accelerometer sensor) can determine the speed and acceleration of a
person and predict the type of travel (on foot or using any type of transport); Light sensor can indirectly
determine whether the tourist is on the street or indoors; magnetometer (Magnetometer) allows you to
determine the direction of sight of the tourist.
During the trip the tourist moves along a specific route (Route), which can be built on the basis of
sensor data. The route includes information about the tourist sequential movement between places,
tourist stops and other characteristics. The route passes in a specific city (City) that has contextual
information (City context). The context is divided into information about the weather (Weather—data
about the current temperature, season and wind) and traffic situation (Traffic). Each tourist route
contains information about the context of the city and provides some information about the tourist
context at a given time.
The tourist sets a travel plan (Plan), which includes a set of places (Place) to visit. Places located in
the city can be divided into two groups: POI—a popular tourist destination such as museums, theaters,
historical sites, and so forth, and hotels (Hotels) where a tourist can rest after visiting attractions.
During the trip the tourist spends money from his monetary budget (Budget) and it is also reflected
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in the trip plan. While traveling a tourist can create media files, for example, a photo (Photo) or
video (Video), with meta tags. In addition, the tourist can review points of interest or hotels with ratings
and text descriptions. All of these trip artifacts can be described as Content and can be analyzed and
used to construct behaviour models.
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Figure 2. Enhanced digital pattern of life ontological representation with neural networks usage.

Tourist behaviour analysis methods [36–39] use models based on the work of neural networks
(Neural Network class). The neural network topology is defined by three classes: the input
layer (Features), a set of hidden layers (Hidden layers) and the resulting layer (Output layer). Each model
uses a specific set of cs the first layer of neurons. Ontology-defined tourist-related class instances can
be used as input parameters of a neural network. Each layer is influenced by the activation functions
that determine the output value of the neuron depending on the result of the weighted sum of the
inputs and the threshold value. The neural model is also defined by the Optimizer and Loss functions,
which are characteristics of the neural network.
The presented reference model of the tourist behaviour analysis system and the digital pattern
of life ontological model describe the heterogeneous data sources storage and formalization, as well
as possible tools for the analysis of behaviour. The use of the ontological approach allows the use
of contextual information about both the tourist and the surrounding region. Using a tourist digital
pattern of life allows storing information about a tourist from a variety of sources with tracking of
temporary changes, which allows use of the proposed concept in tools for analyzing tourist behaviour.
4. Tourist Behaviour Analysis Case Studies
The developed models for the analysis of tourist behaviour are based on the neural networks
which are able to search for unknown patterns in the presented data, which increases the level of
analysis of tourist behaviour in general. To achieve more accurate results, it is necessary to form
training samples consisting of a large amount of data. This condition is achieved through the use of
the information from the data lake and its transformation based on the digital pattern of life. Another
advantage of using neural networks is the speed of the trained model, which allows them to be used
in conjunction with existing travel services, such as recommendation services or services for building a
tourist route.
A tourist car-based trip dataset (collection of tourist movements and activities during car trips)
was extracted based on the data from the data lake [40]. The dataset includes information on 4000
tourist road trips, collected from 2016 to 2019, in the city of Saint Petersburg, Russia. Each dataset
entry represents a car-based tourist trip with the developed tourist-assist smartphone application.
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The application shows information about POI and send smartphone sensor data each 500 milliseconds
of trip into the data lake. In the end of the trip, the tourist-assist application saves the tourist
satisfaction rating.
The example of collected data from dataset is presented in the Table 1. First column describes
the possible feature, which were collected from the tourist route, columns 2–4 represent tourist routes.
The POI geo-data and experts ratings were gathered from the OpenStreetMap and Google
Knowledge Graph. Weather information was taken from OpenWeatherMap service. Information about
tourist POI preferences, budget spending was gathered by using the tourist-assist application.
Table 1. Dataset route example.
Feature
distance (km)
duration (s)
attractions count
average speed (km/h)
maximum speed (km/h)
average acceleration (m/s2 )
maximum acceleration (m/s2 )
driver distraction event count
driver drowsiness event count
driver eating event count
driver smoking event count

Route1

Route2

Route3

80
3010
4
95
154
6
10
2
1
0
0

10
685
3
60
80
3
4
0
0
1
0

3
400
1
27
63
1
2.1
0
1
0
0

In the following subsections the authors will present models for three different case studies commonly
encountered in the tourist behaviour analysis: classification, clustering, and time series prediction.
The Tensorflow and Keras frameworks were used during the ANN-based models construction.
4.1. Classification
This case study describes a model that is able to classify road trips made in a selected region based
on traveler ratings. In this case study tourists evaluate their trips on a five-point scale, where 0—they
did not like the trip at all, 5—they liked the trip completely. The result of the model can be used to
improve the performance of recommendation services or travel itinerary services.
To train the classifying model a sample of tourist trips were prepared with the selection of input
parameters (Table 2), which take into account the data of the route itself, information about the tourist,
as well as contextual information about the tourist region.
Table 2. List of the classification neural network input layer features.
#

Input Feature

Unit Measurement

1
2
3
4

distance
duration
attractions count
attractions rating

meters
seconds
integer number
float number

5
6
7
8
9
10

average speed
maximum speed
average acceleration
maximum acceleration
road traffic
weather

m/s
m/s
m/s2
m/s2
integer number
string

11 . . . 15
16 . . . 29

critical events
attraction preferences

number
number

Description
Total amount of meters of a tourist trip
Tourist trip total duration
Total amount of visited by tourist attractions
Total rating of all visited attractions, based on
experts ratings
Average car speed during the tourist trip
Maximum amount of car speed during the trip
Average car acceleration during the tourist trip
Maximum car acceleration during the trip
Traffic jams rating during the tourist trip
String representation of weather situation during the
tourist trip
Potentially dangerous events during the tourist trip
List of tourist attraction preferences
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The input parameters presented in Table 2 were broken down into several categories:
route characteristics, driving style characteristics, contextual parameters and parameters related to critical
events and tourist attractions preferences:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

The characteristics of the route are described by parameters 1, 2, 3 and 4 and contain basic
information about the tourist route—distance, duration, total number of visited attractions and
their overall rating;
The driving style of the car is determined by parameters 5–8 and reflects the behaviour of the car
when driving along the route;
Contextual parameters describe the situation in the tourist region and are determined by
9–10 features. Traffic is estimated in the range [0; 10], where score 0 represents situation when o
traffic jams were occurred during the route and score 10 describes complete route obstruction.
The weather situation is described from a categorized bucket with the following entries: “sunny”,
“cloudy”, “windy”, “rainy”, “snowy”. The selected contextual parameters can directly affect the
perception of a tourist trip, for example, in rainy weather, visiting open spaces will be difficult;
in traffic jams, it can be difficult to visit the planned attraction on time, etc;
The section of critical events (11 . . . 15) describes the number of dangerous events that happened to
the driver during a tourist trip that can negatively affect the tourist. During the trip, the following
situations are monitored: distraction (the driver does not look at the road), drowsiness event
(the driver falls asleep), eating event (the driver eats while driving), mobile phone usage
(the driver uses the phone while driving) and smoking (the driver smokes while driving);
The tourist POI preferences are represented using parameters 16 . . . 29 and show which
types of attractions are more attractive to a particular tourist. When analyzing the data,
the following types of attractions were taken into account: “theater”, “ship”, “arch”, “monument”,
“place_of_worship”, “museum”, “memorial”, “park”, “ruins”, “castle”, “tomb”, “palace”,
“bridge”, “attraction” (POI which are not included in a certain category).

The neural network consists of one input layer that accepts input parameters, a data normalization
layer [41], three hidden layers with 128 neurons on each of the layers, and an output layer with 5 output
neurons, which store the result of the classification problem (each neurons is responsible for the final
tourist score). The inner hidden layers use the ReLU activation function and the output layer uses
the softmax function [42]. The neural network was trained on 500 epochs, with a training sample
dimension of 1159 instances, internal model validation was performed on 290 examples, and tested
on 363 instances of the dataset. The test sample stored information about automobile routes with
a rating in the range [1; 5], assigned by the tourists themselves. The result of training the model is
shown in Figure 3. The experiments showed that the model learned to classify trips at 150 epochs.
As a result, the forecast accuracy for the final sample is about 79.7%, which is an acceptable result for
the classification problem.
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Figure 3. Classification neural network training results.

4.2. Clustering
The case study presents the tourist categorization based on their trips. The chosen model uses
a neural network based on the concept of self-organizing maps [43], which is capable of clustering
tourists without using a teacher during training. The neural network transforms an array of input
parameters into a simplified two-dimensional map. The closer the sets are to each other on the map,
the more “similar” they are to each other. Self-organizing maps preserve the relationship and structure
of the input dataset and can reveal correlations within the data that are difficult to identify with
manual data analysis. During the training of models, the process of back propagation of errors doesn’t
occur, as well as the activation functions are not used due to a different internal structure of the neural
network than in the solutions of deep neural networks.
The input parameters for the clustering neural network are presented in the Table 3.
Parameters 1–4 describe the general characteristics of the routes that a tourist usually follows in
their trips. Parameters 5–6 describe the contextual parameters of routes that were calculated indirectly.
Parameters 7–9 refer to the description of the tourist, parameters 10–25 describe the tourist’s preferences
for certain attractions.
Table 3. List of the clustering neural network input layer features.
#

Input Feature

Unit Measurement

1
2
3
4

distance
duration
attractions count
attractions rating

meters
seconds
integer number
float number

5
6
7
8

winding path
attraction attendance
average speed
tourist generated content

float number
integer number
m/s
integer number

9

budget spending

integer number

10 . . . 25

attraction preferences

number

Description
Average tourist trip distance
Average tourist trip duration
Average amount of visited attractions by trip
Total rating of all visited attractions, based on
experts ratings
Overall tortuosity, 0-straight line, 5-many turns
Average attraction attendance
Average tourist speed during trips
Average amount of user generated content
(photo/videos) during the trip
Average tourist spending while visiting the route in
local currency for the region
List of tourist attraction preferences

Each tourist is characterized on the basis of preferred attractions, travel spending, characteristics
of the routes themselves, ratings and reviews of attractions. The obtained clustering results can be used
to improve the performance of recommendation services, as an additional criterion for evaluating users.
In addition, it is possible to provide recommendations for not yet visited attractions within the formed
groups of tourists based on the clustering results. The use of contextual parameters of routes allows to
improve the accuracy of clustering tourists.
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Around 100 people were selected based on the data set of automobile tourist trips and the
input parameters for neural network training were calculated, according to the Table 3. After the data
analysing, it was decided to divide the tourists into the 5 cluster groups. The spread of the function that
estimates the “neighborhood” of neurons is set to 0.5, the learning rate is also set to 0.5, the Gaussian
function was used as the method for determining the neighborhood, and the Euclidean distance
measuring function was taken for the distance calculation. The model was trained over 500 epochs.
The results of clustering tourists are presented in Figure 4—the dots represents the tourists, the colors
show the clusters calculated on the basis of the data presented, the black rhombuses represent the
centroids of the clusters. For tourists in the same cluster, it is possible to recommend attractions that
have not yet been visited, which are typical for tourists visiting this cluster.

Figure 4. Tourist clustering results.

4.3. Time Series Prediction
This case study describes a model that predicts events that occur at a specific time interval.
One possible example in which this model can be used to predict regional budget replenishment based
on the tourist spending, which can be extracted using the digital pattern of life. Another possible
example is predicting the seasonal visit of a particular attraction.
As a solution, it was decided to use a bidirectional long short term memory network [44,45].
Long short-term memory neural networks are a sub type of recurrent neural networks that can
predict the next values in sequences. However, recurrent neural networks may have a problem
in the form of the impossibility of deep learning with large volumes of the initial sequence—the
neural network “forgets” the previous states. Neural networks with long short-term memory are
capable of learning long-term addictions due to a different arrangement of internal cells for storing
data. A LSTM cell includes 4 layers—a forgetting filter (determines what information can not be
considered in future layers), an input filter layer (decides what information will be remembered in
the cell state), a state cell layer (stores calculated data) and an output layer (layer that passes the
converted computed data to the next cell). Conventional LSTM networks work only with the previous
internal state, bidirectional neural networks take into account both previous and future states in their
work, thereby improving the overall predictive ability.
The architecture of the model predicting temporal events consists of the following sequential
layers: a bidirectional layer consisting of 256 LSTM cells; dropout layer that excludes 20% of random
neurons at different learning epochs (necessary to prevent overfitting on the training sample) and the
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final output layer, consisting of one neuron, which will store the prediction result. The function of the
root mean square error is used as a loss function, and the adaptive moment estimation method is used
as an optimization function. To train the model data on site visits from 2016 to 2020 was extracted,
broken down by day. In total 1703 values were selected, of which the test sample was 1313 values,
the validation was carried out on 170 examples, the final testing included 220 values. Before training
the model, the value of the number of visits was normalized. The training was carried out for 200 eras.
The result of model validation is shown in Figure 5. Blue color shows real values, red—model prediction.
From this result it can be concluded that the model follows trends in changes in data, often following
the data spikes.

Figure 5. Attraction visiting prediction results.

5. Discussion
During the design and implementation of ANN-based tourist behaviour analysis models a
few issues have been found. First issue is related to the feature input list for the classification and
clustering mode. Some features have ordinal and nominal measuring scale values and can decrease
the model accuracy. The TensorFlow and Keras frameworks can work the ordinal and nominal values
by using one-hot encoding technique, but it will be better to modify such values into strong scale.
The another issue is that the time series prediction model can use additional contextual data series
values for the improvement overall accuracy of the model.
The proposed tourist behaviour analysis system has the the following advantages in comparison
with the reviewed systems and frameworks:
1.

2.

The developed digital pattern of life concept contains all necessary for behaviour analysis concepts:
tourist, region, POI, route with sensor data and behaviour analysis tools, etc. The proposed system
can be used without reference to a specific geographic region. The ontological representation of
the digital pattern of life contains all necessary for behaviour and tourist representation concepts.
The proposed system can be used as a general solution for the tourist behaviour analysis.
The presented ontology can be treated as upper-level ontology, which allows to add additional
concepts to modify the approach to reflect the necessary changes in the subject area of the
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proposed approach if it needed. As example, the researcher can add the class ‘Gastronomy‘ as
subclass to ‘Place‘ and defines the additional data properties, which represent additional tourist
behaviour components.
A large amount of different data-source can provide crucial for behaviour analysing data. The data
lake allows to store data "as-is", which can simplify the the behaviour analysing system due to
the fact that researchers can change the extracted data in a convenient form. The heterogeneous
information (sensors data, textual data from POI reviews, photo/video, etc.) can be used in
different behaviour analysis models.
The digital pattern of life concept involves the accumulation of tourist data over time and provides
a snapshot of the tourist states at a certain point in time with detailing at the level of the presented
concepts on the ontological level. This approach allows researches to find behaviour pattern,
which can be tracked on the specific time ranges.
The ontological approach is suitable for describing contextual information of tourist and region.
Researches can improve ANN behaviour analysis models accuracy by extracting contextual
information from the data lake. Additional contextual information with conjunction with
sensor-based data makes possible for researchers to extract additional hidden dependencies
in the tourist behavior.

During the process of the tourist behaviour system based on the digital pattern of life concept
design the following limitations can be addressed. First limitation refers toe the situation that in the
real world there is a possibility that the data source cannot provide all described in the digital pattern
of life information. Some smartphones don’t have some required sensors, which can be used for the
tourist route reconstruction. Some tourists will not want to fill out surveys directly or will not want
to participate in surveys indirectly through tourist support applications. The second limitation is
related to the cold start problem [46]. On the initial steps of system functioning there is a chance that
behaviour analysis can be incomplete, because the data lake don’t contain the required amount of
information for correct analysis. The third limitation comes to the difficulties in the tourist behaviour
analyzing in real time. The design of the system does not prohibit this kind of analysis, however,
not all tourists will constantly use specialized travel applications that will provide sensors data.
6. Conclusions
This paper presents the related work analysis in scope of tourist behaviour analysis, presents the
tourist behaviour analysis system based on the usage of the digital pattern on life concept and shows
the three case studies of system usage based on ANN models. The analysis of related work shows,
that reviewed systems have narrow specialization of the presented systems, often work with one data
sources and have insufficient usage of device sensors data and contextual information about tourist and
region. The proposed tourist behaviour system can work with the different heterogeneous data sources
by storing all information in the data lake storage. This approach simplifies the process of behaviour
data extraction and analyse. The digital pattern of life concept provides a snapshot of the tourist states
at a certain point in time with detailing at the level of the presented concepts on the ontological level.
The developed system and behaviour models can be used as general solution for tourist behaviour
analysing in any geographic region, however, due to usage of ontological approach, it is possible
to extend the list of used concepts to reflect the specifics of a particular region. The developed
ANN-based model can be used as pre-validation models for the tourist route construction services and
recommendation services if they doesn’t support time-based state analysis. The gathered results can be
interesting for the tourist behaviour researches, smart tourism services developers and tourism industry
stakeholders. In the future the authors plan to introduce more tourist behaviour analysis case studies
and add more concepts for the digital pattern of life.
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